ABSTRACT A novel downlink scheduling strategy for time-division duplexing massive multiple-input multiple-output networks is proposed to relieve the pilot contamination. Specifically, users of slow-channel variation and simultaneous uplink pilot transmission are scheduled in different downlink subframes for adjacent cells, and hence the pilot contamination is significantly suppressed at the price of outdated channel state information. We investigate this trade-off by deriving the distribution of downlink signal-to-interference ratio in terms of Doppler effect, which can be approximated tightly and simply by Gaussian distribution. Based on it, a learning-based algorithm is developed for robust downlink rate allocation without priori knowledge on the users' distribution. It is shown that the proposed cross-frame strategy can effectively improve the overall downlink performance of cell-edge users.
I. INTRODUCTION
The explosive demands on higher data rates, increasing user density and the limited bandwidth of wireless spectrum require new strategies to restrain interference, serving a large number of mobile users simultaneously. Massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) is considered as one of the promising technologies to address above challenges [1] , [2] . However, due to pilot reuse among neighboring cells, massive MIMO networks suffer severely from the issue of pilot contamination, which refers to the undiminished inter-cell interference with respect to the increasing number of antennas at the base station (BS).
Extensive research efforts have been devoted to address pilot contamination via novel frame structures or signal processing techniques. There is a design challenge between channel estimation and data transmission in massive MIMO networks: longer pilot sequence leads to larger signal-to-noise-and-interference ratio (SINR), but less data transmission opportunities. The soft pilot reuse scheme is a straightforward approach to mitigate the pilot contamination, where the pilot sequences of neighboring cell-edge users are orthogonal [3] , [4] . However, this approach raises large pilot overhead. There are also a number of works designated for improving the channel estimation without increasing pilot overhead. For instance, Fernandes et al. [5] proposed to synchronize uplink channel estimation with the downlink transmission of neighbouring cells. However, this might raise severe interference between BSs in practice. Meanwhile, the performance of synchronized and unsynchronized pilots was studied and compared in [6] . A channel estimation scheme based on superimposed pilots was proposed in [7] , where pilot and data symbols are transmitted alongside each other for the entire duration of the uplink frame. However, this approach requires a large value of frame length. Moreover, some power control and coordinated pilot allocation schemes were proposed to mitigate pilot contamination [8] , [9] . In our previous works [10] , [11] , it was proposed to utilize detected data symbols as equivalent in uplink channel estimation. All the above works try to mitigate the pilot contamination within channel coherent time, and the channel temporal correlation among different physical-layer frames is not exploited. Although in [12] , the effects of temporal channel aging was studied, how to use channel temporal correlation to improve channel estimation in massive MIMO network is not fully exploited.
There have been a few works evaluating the massive MIMO performance analytically via spatial Poisson point process (SPPP) [13] - [15] , in which the asymptotic signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) or asymptotic transmission rate of massive MIMO networks were derived. The statistical performance analysis of these works take the random distribution of BSs into the consideration. However, These works assume random distribution of BSs. In fact, the randomness in users' and BSs' distributions is of significantly different time scales, hence the mixture of them in performance analysis may lose some design insights. Lin et al. [16] studied the performance of deviceto-device (D2D) underlaid massive MIMO networks based on hexagonal cell shapes. However, it did not derive the asymptotic closed-form performance expressions.
In this paper, we would like to address the pilot contamination issue in the downlink transmission of time-division duplexing (TDD) based massive MIMO networks by cross-frame user scheduling, where the effect of pilot contamination is suppressed at the price of using outdated channel state information (CSI) in downlink beamforming. Specifically, we consider a typical and fixed cell structure with random user distribution, and divide cell users into high-mobility users and low-mobility users according to Doppler effect. In the downlink, low-mobility users with simultaneous uplink channel estimation in different cells are scheduled in different downlink subframes so that the inter-cell interference due to pilot contamination can be suppressed significantly. We also derive the statistics of the downlink SINR with tight approximation. Based on it, a learning-based algorithm is developed for robust downlink rate allocation without priori knowledge on the users' distribution. It is shown by both analytical and simulation results that the proposed strategy can effectively improve the downlink performance, especially for cell-edge users.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the system model is introduced. In Section III, the proposed scheme is elaborated. In Section IV, we derive the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of downlink SINR. In Section V, the learning-based rate adaptation algorithm is introduced. The comparison between analytical expression and numerical results is provided in Section VI, and the conclusion follows in Section VII.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
As illustrated in Fig. 1 , we consider the massive MIMO downlink transmission in a typical hexagonal cellular network, where the radius of each cell is R and the number of cells is C. Each BS is equipped with M antennas, which is sufficiently large but finite, and serves a number of single-antenna users. Every cell is assigned with a unique index. The first cell, where the BS is placed at the original point, is regarded as the target cell of analysis without loss of generality. The other cells are all interfering cells to the target cell. All the users are distributed randomly in the cell coverage. The k-th user in the j-th cell is denoted as the (j, k)-th user.
As illustrated in Fig. 2 , the transmission resource is organized as frames, each consisting of one uplink and downlink subframe respectively. The channel is quasi-static within one frame and the system is working on TDD mode. Hence the downlink channel can be estimated from uplink. The lengths of uplink pilot sequence, uplink data block and downlink subframe are L p , L u and L d respectively. The uplink transmission power is P u for each user. We adopt Zadoff-Chu sequences which are also used in LTE systems as uplink pilots [17] . Let x p,n l,k ∈ C 1×L p be the pilot sequences of the (l, k)-th user in the n-th frame, according to the properties of Zadoff-Chu sequences, we have
The pilot sequences in each cell are orthogonal, while the cross-correlations of pilot sequences from different cells are constant, which is inversely proportional to the square root of pilot sequence length. Moreover, we use both uplink pilots and detected data as equivalent pilot sequences to refine the channel estimation for downlink transmission [10] . Let x ul,n l,k ∈ C 1×L u be the uplink data of the (l, k)-th user in the n-th frame, the corresponding equivalent pilot sequence is denoted as x
The widely-used first-order autoregressive model is adopted to represent the channel temporal variation due to Doppler effect as [18] . Let h n i,j,k ∈ C 1×M be the channel from the i-th BS to the (j, k)-th user in the n-th frame, we have
where α i,j,k is the temporally correlated coefficient satisfying
is the 0-th order Bessel function of the first kind, t is the frame duration, and f D i,j,k is the maximum Doppler frequency according to the relative speed of the (j, k)-th user to the i-th BS. α i,j,k is known perfectly at the base station as assumed in the existing literature [18] , and g n i,j,k is the independent channel variation. Each component of h n i,j,k and g n i,j,k is complex Gaussian distributed with zero mean and variance ρ i j,k , where ρ i j,k = (s i j,k ) −σ is the pathloss from the i-th BS to the (j, k)-th user, s i j,k is the transmission distance, and σ is the pathloss exponent.
In each frame, K users out of each cell are chosen for transmission. It is assumed that the selected users of each cell are independent and identically distributed in the cell coverage area, following certain spatial distribution. Note that the distribution of users, which is usually unknown to the BSs, will affect the statistics of SINR. We shall propose a learning-based algorithm for rate allocation in this paper. Let U n i be the set of uplink users of i-th cell in the n-th frame,
∈ C K ×M be the channel matrix from the i-th BS to selected uplink users of j-th cell in the n-th frame, X
from all selected users in the l-th cell, where (·) H denotes the complex transpose, the received signals of the i-th BS is given by
where
is the complex Gaussian noise with covariance matrix σ 2 z I. Moreover, let D n i be the set of selected downlink users of the i-th cell in the n-th frame,
be the downlink channel matrix from the i-th BS to the users of j-th cell in the n-th frame, and
be the transmitted data symbols of the i-th BS, the received downlink signals at the users of the target cell are given by
where and P n i is precoding matrix of the i-th BS in the n-th frame, and
be the complex Gaussian noise with covariance matrix σ 2 z,d I. Note that when uplink scheduled users are not same as downlink scheduled user, i.e. U n i = D n i , P n i has to be computed via outdated CSI, which is estimated in the previous frames.
III. PROPOSED DOWNLINK STRATEGY
The issue of pilot contamination arises when the channels of concurrent downlink users of multiple cells are estimated in the same uplink subframe. Hence we propose to introduce cell-specific estimation-transmission delay for slow-fading users, so that the above issue can be avoided. An exemplary scheme with 3 different delay levels is elaborated below. Fig. 3(b 
):
• Cells are marked by group A, B, and C respectively, representing different estimation-transmission delays.
• For the cells marked as A, B, and C, their low-mobility users are scheduled in the (n + 1)-th, (n + 2)-th and
respectively. As the target cell of Fig. 3(a) , the low-mobility users' channel estimation in the n-th uplink subframe is mainly contaminated by the neighbouring cells (indexed as 2-7). Note that the low-mobility interfering users of those neighbouring cells are scheduled in the (n + 1)-th and (n + 3)-th downlink subframes, the inter-cell interference due to pilot contamination is significantly suppressed. In the following, we use one toy example to show the performance gain of the proposed scheme. Fig. 4 
Example 1: As illustrated in
Let τ i be the cell-specific estimation-transmission delay level of the i-th cell, the downlink channel knowledge of the i-th cell in the n-th frameD n i,i can be obtained fromÛ 
where U n H ,i and U n L,i are the sets of high-mobility and low-mobility users of the i-th cell in the n-th downlink subframe respectively.
In downlink transmission, the zero-forcing is performed based on available CSI, For the i-th BS, the precoder in the n-th frame becomes
As a result, the received signal of of the (1, k)-th user can be written as
By exploiting asymptotic orthogonality of massive MIMO channels, we have the following lemma on the downlink SINR.
Lemma 1 (Asymptotic Downlink SINR): In the proposed scheme, for sufficiently large BS antenna number M , the asymptotic SINR expressions, when the (1,k)-th user is of high mobility and low mobility respectively, are given by
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Please refer to the Appendix A. In the expression of γ H ,n 1,k , the term I n 1 is the inter-cell interference which can be eliminated by increasing the number of antennas at the BS, and the term I n 2 is due to pilot contamination. Note that I n 2 only includes the interference due to high-mobility users (summation over ∀i = 1, j ∈ U n H ,i ), the pilot contamination due to low-mobility users' channel estimation is eliminated. This demonstrates the SINR gain on high-mobility users.
In γ L,n 1,k , the pilot contamination term I n 2 is usually negligible when compared to I n 1 . This is because it only contains the interference from the BS in the same cell group. Thus the pilot contamination is suppressed so that it is no longer the dominant component of interference.
The proposed scheme degenerates into the baseline scheme, if τ i = 0, ∀i. As a result, Lemma 1 also apply to the baseline scheme. Comparing (8) and (9) , it can be observed that suppression of the proposed scheme is achieved at the price of signal power degradation of low-mobility users. Due to the random locations of interfering users, it is difficult to evaluate quantitatively the performance gain of the proposed scheme via the asymptotic SINR expressions (8) and (9) . Therefore, we continue to derive the CDFs of the asymptotic SINRs in the following, whose curves will be compared in Section VI. 
. Given that the number of BS antennas and the number of interfering users are sufficiently large, and all users are uniformly distributed, the CDF of the (1, k)-th user's downlink SINR in the proposed scheme when it is of high and low mobility can be approximated respectively as
F H ,n 1,k (T ) = Q       1 T − ∀i =1 ρ i 1,k µ 1 N n i + (ρ i 1,k ) 2 µ 2 N n H ,i ∀i =1 (ρ i 1,k ) 2 σ 1 2 N n i + (ρ i 1,k ) 4 σ 2 2 N n H ,i       ,(10)F L,n 1,k (T ) = Q       1 T − ∀i ρ i 1,k µ 1 N n i (α1,1,k) 2τ 1 +(ρ i 1,k ) 2 µ 2 N n L,i −ρ 1 1,k µ 1 N n 1 ∀i (ρ i 1,k ) 2 σ 1 2 N n i (α1,1,k) 4τ 1 +(ρ i 1,k ) 4 σ 2 2 N n L,i −(ρ 1 1,k ) 2 σ 1 2 N n 1       ,(11)
V. LEARNING-BASED RATE ADAPTATION
According to Lemma 1, the downlink SINR relates to the locations (large-scale fading) of the selected users in the neighbouring cells, which may not be known to each BS. Hence, it is difficult for each BS to obtain the exact SINR value at each downlink user before transmission, and it is possible that the rate allocation for a user is greater than the channel capacity, which leads to downlink packet outage. Hence a robust rate allocation should guarantee that the packet outage probability is within an acceptable region. According to Lemma 2, given a target packet outage probability , transmission data rate of the (1, k)-th user in the proposed scheme, when it is of high and low mobility respectively, can be written as 
As µ t 1 , µ t 2 , σ 2,t 1 and σ 2,t 2 are the unbiased estimations, they will converge to the µ 1 , µ 2 , σ 2 1 and σ 2 2 [19] . The convergence of the above learning algorithm will be also shown in Section VI. As a result, the learned µ t 1 , µ t 2 , σ 2,t 1 and σ 2,t 2 can be used to decide the data rate for both both low-mobility users and high mobility users in subsequent transmission blocks.
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
In the simulation, we consider a network with 19 hexagonal cells each with radius R = 300m. The number of scheduled users in each frame and each cell is K = 10, including 5 high-mobility users and 5 low-mobility users. The antenna number of each BS is 512. The lengths of pilot sequence and uplink data are L p = 23 and L u = 100. The bandwidth is 5MHz and the noise power spectral density is -174dBm/Hz. The transmit power of user is 23dBm and the downlink The pathloss exponent is 3.
The parameters µ 1 , µ 2 , σ 2 1 , σ 2 2 obtained by the proposed learning algorithm are essential for performance analysis. To demonstrates their convergence, the learning process of mean and variance in equation (14) - (17) is shown Fig. 5 . In the simulation, the initial values of mean and variance do not equal to the true values. However, we can observe that after less than one hundred times learning iterations, the mean and variance will converge to the actual values. As a result, the learned parameters will be used for the following simulations.
In Fig. 6 , the CDF of SINR for one cell-edge user is plotted, where the target cell belongs to group A (1-frame estimation-transmission delay) and C (3-frame delay) respectively. The average temporal correlation coefficient α = 0.9881 for all low-mobility users [18] . The solid lines show the numerical simulation results, while the dash-dot lines are the results based on asymptotic SINR expressions in Lemma 2. Compared with the baseline scheme, the SINR gain for low-mobility users is obvious (>3dB) for all cell groups. High-mobility users also benefit from the proposed scheme. It demonstrates that inter-cell interference due to pilot contamination can be significantly suppressed by the proposed cross-frame strategy. Moreover, the analytical results fit the simulation results tightly, where the errors are all less than 1dB. Therefore, the derived asymptotic SINR expressions associated with the learning algorithm can be directly used to forecast SINR distribution and transmission data rate of any target user.
In Fig. 7 , we show the performance of users in cell group A and cell group C. Specifically, the average transmission data rate of one low-mobility user is plotted in cell group A and cell group C respectively with different distances to the service BS. It can be observed that there is a slight performance loss on cell group C compared to cell group A due to the more VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 7. Average transmission data rate versus user's distance from cell center.
outdated CSI (thus smaller signal power); however, there is also significant gain compared with the baseline scheme in both cells. Moreover, the performance of high-mobility user is the same in each cell, which is also superior to the baseline scheme. The performance of low-mobility users in cell group B is between the low-mobility users in cell group A and C, which is omitted here. We can observe that the increase in the number of users degrades the performance of the target user. Specifically, when the target user is of high-mobility, increasing the number of high-mobility users affects the performance more serious than increasing the number of low-mobility users. This is because the proposed strategy primarily focuses on suppressing pilot contamination caused by low-mobility users.
In Fig. 9 , we use the total transmission data rate of one cell as the performance metric, and show its CDF in different cell groups for different number of users per cell. Compared with the baseline scheme, cells in each cell group achieve significant performance gain, while different estimation-transmission delays bring in slight difference. Moreover, the increasing in the number of low-mobility users improves the performance gain.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a novel downlink cross-frame scheduling strategy for TDD massive MIMO systems. The asymptotic SINR and its CDF expression for the proposed scheme are derived. Based on it, a learning-based algorithm is developed for robust downlink rate allocation without priori knowledge on the users' distribution. It is shown by simulations that the CDF expressions of asymptotic SINR fit the numerical results well when the BS antenna number if sufficiently large but finite. Additionally, the proposed scheme considerably enhances the transmission performance compared with the baseline scheme.
APPENDIX A PROOF OF LEMMA 1
For the proposed scheme, the received signal of the (1, k)-th users in the n-th frame is
When the (1, k)-th user is of high-mobility, the intracell interference can be neglected as it is much smaller than the inter-cell interference. Thus we shall focus on the inter-cell interference. Denote D n H ,i and D n L,i as the sets of high-mobility and low-mobility users in the i-th cell and n-th downlink subframe respectively, the interference for the (1, k)-th user of high mobility, denoted as I H ,n 1,k , can be further
The first two terms of the last equation are uncorrelated interference, and the last two terms are pilot contamination. In the second approximation, for products in the form as
H as they are much larger than the others. Further derivation on the above expression is given below.
• By using the approximation X u,n i Q n i ≈ I, the uncorrelated interference can be written as
• For the pilot contamination part in (18) , h n i,1,k is correlated with U n i,1 , while uncorrelated with any vector in matrix U n−τ i i,1 . Therefore, the first part of the pilot contamination is negligible compared with the second part of pilot contamination and the uncorrelated interference. Similarly, the interference in matrix form for the (1, k)-th user with low-mobility in the proposed scheme is given by equation (22), as shown at the top of this page. The first three terms are uncorrelated interference. The last two terms are negligible since the pilot contamination has been significantly suppressed for low-mobility users in the proposed scheme. Therefore, with the approximation X u,n i Q n i ≈ I, the SIR expression for the (1, k)-th user with low-mobility is Moreover, I n 2 is much smaller than I n 1 because the interfering users who cause I n 2 are not in the adjacent cells. Thus I n 2 can be neglected. This finishes the proof. 
